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Introduction
This written submission is based on the PowerPoint presentation and
commentary that I provided at the Public Hearing on 19 July 2007, Northcott,
Parramatta. There are a number of additions to the written submission that were
not in the presentation. The most notable of the additions in this written
submission are the market estimates for accessible tourism and appendices of a
relevant thesis, research agenda and refereed conference paper that have
implications for the area. The areas covered with in the submission include:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

A.

The Good, the Bad & the Ugly
Review oversight of cost of participation
Paratransit systems
Taxi design
Wheelchair footprint research
Tourism
Charter services
Lack of systematic inclusion of benefits
Service provision requirements
General cost inequities

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

The Good
!
!
!
!
!

Sydney Ferries (about the same)
Sydney light rail (an example of infrastructure and service)
Low floor accessible buses (where introduced public and private)
Increased numbers of accessible taxis
Increasing numbers of accessible railway stations

The Bad and the Ugly
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Airlines (gone backwards see attached paper presented to US Travel and
Tourism Research Association Conference in June 2007)
Coaches (no improvement)
Charter operators (why excluded?)
Infrastructure (lags behind stock provision)
Research (nonexistent or not released)
Compliance/Policing (the stick is needed as much as the carrot)
Lack of consistency in scheduling and communication of timetabling of low
floor accessible buses
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B. Review oversight of cost of participation
!

!
!
!
!

The scope of the review should have offset the material costs of attending
rather than just allowing access:
In undertaking the Review, the consultant will:
- Facilitate participation by people with disability by ensuring that any meeting for the
purpose of the Review is held at an accessible venue and that documentation and
information distributed during the Review are available in alternative formats (The Allen
Consulting Group May 2007:19).

This omission failed to take into account the material hardship faced by
people with disabilities as a group and compounded by the lack of an
accessible public transport system.
Did the consultants and the government officers have their cost of travel met
for working on the review?
Why wasn’t consideration made for the cost of participation for those who are
economically disadvantaged?
This is an example of the Commonwealth government not materially
supporting people with disabilities to participate in all areas of citizenship.

C. Paratransit Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The subsidized cost of these systems has not increased with the cost of living
Recognition that the subsidy in NSW has not increased since its inception
Fares have regularly gone up
Subsidies have not
People with disabilities using the system in 1981 have relatively more subsidy
than PWD in 2007
Quite simply you cannot travel as far as you previously were unable to for the
$30 subsidy
The individual has had to finance the gap between the subsidy and the real
cost of traveling or not participate
Inequity in the subsidy between states
Inequity in access to paratransit systems from region to region (Newcastle 6)
Response time…improving but inconsistently frustrating

D. Taxi design
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taxis are currently being approved that do not comply to the disability
standard
This is a poor outcome for both people with disabilities and the taxi operator
who thinks that they are getting an accessible taxi that will accommodate all
wheelchair users
Length of tray
Head clearance
Retractable lap sash seat belts – are we the only group of consumers not to
be guaranteed our safety and comfort in taxis through the provision of
retractable lap sash seat belts?
If the internal dimensions do not allow a standard wheelchair user access
then the disability standard is not fulfilling spirit and intent of the DDA
2
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•

Visibility – are we the only group of consumers not to be allowed to see where
we are traveling?

E. Wheelchair Footprint Research
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The whole system of the A80 wheelchair footprint is based on research with
questionable validity and reliability
Future trends in wheelchair design, increased scooter use and the ageing of
the population will further make a mockery of this dimension
This will create a competitive disadvantage both domestically and
internationally
I call this the Las Vegas effect where the baby boomers have a higher
expectation for continued community participation than previous generations
of older people. Las Vegas is a city where the effects of this are already being
seen with the proportion of scooter users being a higher than the norm due to
the city's tourist role, climate and destination for retirees.
The ABCB commissioned research on the wheelchair footprint but never
released the research results. Why?
Why has no further research been commissioned by the Attorney General’s
Department, the ABCB, Standards Australia or other responsible bodies such
as the Taxi Council?
This would provide a foundation on which to build an equitable society

F. Tourism
Limousines, hire cars and charter boats
Limousines, hire cars and charter boats have been exempted from the operation of
the Transport Standards (refer s 1.12). This decision was based on the view that
these are pre-booked and unique services and, at least in some cases, it is unlikely
that the service they provide is a ‘public transport service’ for the purposes of the
Transport Standards (as defined in s 1.23).

!
!
!
!

Creates a significant competitive disadvantage for tourism
Ageing of the population in all major inbound markets
Segregated service provision
Reduction in unique Australian experiences

!

The exclusion from the DDA appears in contradiction to the Commonwealth
Tourism White Paper (2004), which identified accessible tourism as a niche

G. Coach & Charter services
•

•
•
•

Charter services should not have been exempted from the Transport
Standards. Exclusion places people requiring accessible tourism experiences
at a significant disadvantage to nondisabled tourists. Experiences of
Australian tourists with disabilities have been adequately documented in
Darcy (2004) (See Appendix 1)
Incredibly important to obtaining a quintessential experience
Sense of place
Coffs Harbour without the bananas…
3
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•
•
•
•

Day trips
Major coach companies
Small niche operators
The business case can be made for cruise ship operators who have put on
new vessels and have had significant increase in patronage
Darcy, S., Cameron, B., Packer, T., & Pegg, S. (2008 forthcoming). Business case studies of
accessible tourism. Brisbane: Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research Centre.

•

the case for people with disabilities is clear-cut as shown in case study 1

Case Study 1:

Comparative Cost and Outcomes from a Day Trip to the
Blue Mountains

A.
!
!
!

AAT Kings
$116
Visit the award-winning Featherdale Wildlife Park - pat a cuddly koala.
See our amazing Australian animals including koalas, kangaroos,
crocodiles.
! Enjoy fantastic photo opportunities and the chance to feed and interact
with the animals!
! Relax on a gentle bushwalk at Govetts Leap - breathtaking views from the
lookouts.
! See the historic township of Katoomba.
! Take in the spectacular scenery of Jamison and Megalong Valleys.
! Take a ride on the world's steepest railway (own expense).
! See the Three Sisters rock formation.
! Discover the delightful village of Leura - explore the antique shops.
! Enjoy a 2 course lunch at Terrafirma Gourmet Restaurant (J15L/J15Q).
! Travel through the site of the 2000 Olympic Games (J15T Telstra Stadium
Tour - 40 minute tour with river cruise to Circular Quay).
! Finish the day with a relaxing cruise along the Parramatta River
(J15R/J15L - tour finishes at Circular Quay).
! Visit Sydney Aquarium at Darling
Source: http://www.aatkings.com/au/index.php?tour_code=J15
B.
!
!
!

Segregated paratransit hire
$400 approx as directed
Dependant on quality of driver
Source: Quoted from 0200 taxi drivers

Case Study Outcomes: for the people on the segregated paratransit
tour:
! Higher cost
! Loss of social interaction
! Feeling of being devalued

4
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!
!
!
!
!

not as valued as other tourists
Loss of interpreted experience
Loss of discounted product
Lower quality experience
Lack of choice

Case Study 2: Latent Tourism & Recreational Day Trip Demand
! Australian Bureau of Statistics (2004)
! Bureau of Tourism Research/Tourism Research Australia (2003)
! Together with other research (Darcy 2004; 2006) identified transport as a
significant constraint to travel generally, day trip and overnight trips
! People with disabilities only makeup 10% of travelling public but constitute
20% of the Australian population
! Only 1% identified that impairment was a constraint to travel
! Consistent with overseas research from the US, UK, NZ and EU as well
as one off Australian studies
! I will not address the issue of airlines as Robin Banks will be addressing
these issues tomorrow – personal note I haven’t never felt as threatened
in air travel as I have in the last 12 months. See Appendix 3.
! Current value of accessible tourism $3.4 billion annually
! Estimated latent demand of $2bn annually
Source: Darcy, S., Taylor, T., Dwyer, L., & Spur, R. (forthcoming). Project # 90064: Visitor
Accessibility in Urban Centres. Gold Coast: Sustainable Tourism Cooperative
Research Centre.

H. Lack of systematic inclusion of benefits of access
There is a tremendous opportunity to instigate research into the benefits of
improved accessibility for individuals, corporations and the community. Within the
RIS process, it was far easier to document costs than to provide innovative
methodologies to assess the relative benefits to stakeholders. Given the
Commonwealth government's focus on improving employability of people with
disabilities, funding should be provided for a benefits research project based on
the directions outlined by:
Church, R. L., & Marston, J. R. (2003). Measuring Accessibility for People with a Disability.
Geographical Analysis, 35(1), 83-97.
Kwan, M. P., Murray, A. T., O'Kelly, M. E., & Tiefelsdorf, M. (2003). Recent advances in
accessibility research: Representation, methodology and applications. Journal of
Geographical Systems, 5(1), 129-138.
Neufeldt, A. H., Watzke, J., Birch, G., & Buchner, D. (2007). Engaging the Business/Industrial
Sector in Accessibility Research: Lessons in Bridge Building. The Information Society,
23(3), 169 - 181.
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Case Study 3: Forest Coach Lines vs Paratransit taxi service trip to the city
A simple personal case study indicates measurable economic benefits of
accessible public transport over paratransit systems:
• $4.15 from Terrey Hills to Queen Victoria building on Forest Coach Lines
• $60+ wheelchair accessible taxi fare- $30 NSW taxi transport subsidy = $30.
Equates to a $25.85 benefit one way or a $51.70 benefit return for a person
working in the city. This daily benefit is the difference between having a job
and not having a job when extrapolated by one working year $11,529.10.
• Similarly on a special event route to Homebush and return is $5 as opposed
to $70+ wheelchair accessible taxi - $30 NSW taxi transport subsidy = $40+.
This equates to a $35.00 benefit one way or $70.00 benefit return for a
person attending an event at Homebush. This is the difference between
participating in recreational activities as participant, spectator or Volunteer.
• Price of citizenship? Priceless…
• Employment, education etc.
• Yet, there has been little research carried out into the benefits of accessibility
to the individual and the community.
• Who is providing this evidence?

Philosophy of citizenship and social
rationalism is a short sighted approach
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

participation:

economic

The Commonwealth government has a focus on improving employment
participation of people with disabilities by moving them from the disability
support pension to employment
Citizenship is more than employment and involves all spheres of life
However, this policy requires series of positive supports if it hopes to achieve
long-term careers for people with disabilities, particularly those of high
support needs.
Education, built environment, transport… are all required to complete the
access circle
As a society we must not individualise the effects of impairment
Identify the socially constructed constraints that disabled people with
impairment face and provide universal solutions that embrace all people
A focus on citizenship will provide much longer-term benefits for the individual
and the community than a narrow focus on economic rationalism

I. Service provision considerations for Improved Patronage
When services have:
! Consistency
! Predictability
! Ease of use
! =
! Then people will use them. "This service is great, its cheaper and I'm meeting
new people”
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Provision of all public services (and public policy) should be judged on:
! Appropriateness
! Effectiveness
! Efficiency
However, when services are:
! Inconsistent
! Unpredictable
! Complex
! =
! Creates a sense of despair and low patronage. “Why bother as I have been
continually disappointed?”
Citizenship is all about…
! Rights +
! Empowerment +
! Inclusion +
! getting a life.
! It is at the core of what it is to be human Hutchison (1997:2)

Conclusion
Transport is one of the foundation considerations for citizenship for people with
disabilities along with: Health; Attendant care; Housing; Built environment;
Education; and Personal Aids for disabled people. Only once these are in place
can people with disabilities think about: Employment; Community involvement;
Recreation & Tourism; Relationships and sexuality; and Dreams and desires.
There is no doubt that since the introduction of the DDA Standards for Accessible
Public Transport that there has been an overall improvement in accessibility of
the public transport system. However, there are noticeable pockets of provision
that are inconsistent, unpredictable and complex. In these areas, the accessibility
of public transport remains absent, has not improved and, in some cases like the
airlines, there has been an erosion of the rights of people with disability to
maintain their citizenship rights.
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Appendix 1:

Empirical Research on Disability, Transport
and Tourism

Darcy, S. (2004). Disabling Journeys: the Social Relations of Tourism for People with
Impairments in Australia - an analysis of government tourism authorities and
accommodation sector practices and discourses. Unpublished Ph.D., University of
Technology, Sydney, Sydney.
http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/dspace/bitstream/2100/260/2/02whole.pdf

The thesis was completed 2004 and has a number of relevant sections with
regards to the review of the Disability Standards for Accessible Public Transport,
which are now outlined:
! See Chapter 7 for an overview of the statistics of tourism and disability
participation derived from major secondary data sources.
! See Chapter 8 pp184-201 for an understanding of the transport
experiences of people with disabilities as they relate to tourism.
! See Chapter 10 pp266-285 for a review of the Regulatory Processes and
Industry Responses to accessible tourism.

Appendix 2:

Setting a Research Agenda for Accessible
Tourism - Commonwealth Sustainable
Tourism Cooperative Research Centre

Darcy, S. (2006). Setting a Research Agenda for Accessible Tourism. Gold Coast: Sustainable
Tourism Cooperative Research Centre.
http://www.crctourism.com.au/CRCBookshop/page.aspx?page_id=2&productID=473

The research agenda identifies the importance of transport considerations to the
development of an independent, dignified and equitable approach to accessible
tourism.

Appendix 3:

Research Paper on the Airline Experiences
People with Disabilities presented at US
Conference

Darcy, S. (2007, 19-23 June). Flying With Impairments: Improving Airline Practices By
Understanding The Experiences Of People With Disabilities. Paper presented at the
Beating the Odds with Tourism Research! Las Vegas, Nevada. pp. 61-70.
http://www.ttra.com/

The paper is appended.
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IMPRO&ING AIR+INE PRACTICES B1 UNDERSTANDING THE
E5PERIENCES OF PEOP+E 7ITH DISABI+ITIES
Dr Simon Darcy
Faculty of BusinessFSchool of +eisureH Sport and Tourism
University of TechnologyH Sydney
PMOM Box OOO
+indfield NS7 OPQP
Ph: ST O UVTWXVTPP Ph: simonMdarcyYutsMeduMau
ABSTRACT
This paper presents an understanding of the air travel experiences of people with disabilities
and draws implications for improving airline management practicesM The theoretical
foundation for the paper is based on applying a social approach to disability to the airline
sectorM The research design used a modified grounded and phenomenological \ualitative
approach that sought to understand the experiences of people with disabilities in their own
wordsM These experiences were contrasted to the policiesH procedures and operations of the
three major Australian domestic airlinesM The methods used to understand the experiences
involved semiXstructuredH inXdepth interviews that were part of a larger study into the tourism
experiences of people with disabilitiesM Fifteen inXdepth interviews were undertaken together
with an analysis of the \ualitative responses to a broader \uantitative study on the same topicM
The interviews were supplemented with complaint cases taken against airlines through the
Australian Disability Discrimination Act, 1992M 7hat emerged as the _essence of experience`
was that airline procedures created a newly disembodied experience that transformed a
personas impairment into socially constructed disabilityM The social construction was a product
of international air regulationsH airline proceduresH pressures brought about by the introduction
of lowXcost airlines into Australia and a new wave of occupational health and safety
considerationsM The resultant experience for many was one of heightened anxietyH
helplessness andH in too many casesH humiliationM
Keywords:
air travelc people with disabilitiesc regulationc lived experience
INTRODUCTION
A number of authors note that tourism experiences for people with disabilities are
more than access issues (Shelton e TuckerH OPPVc Stumbo e PeggH OPPVc 1auH McKercherH e
PackerH OPPW)M For people with disabilities a foundation of any tourism experience is having
accessible destinations and locating appropriate accommodation from which to base oneself
while travelingM Once this is determined in the travelXplanning phase then people need to
travel to the destination regionM A greater proportion of people around the world now use air
travel as their preferred mode of travel as it has been democratiged through the advent of lowX
cost airlines (DoganisH OPPV)M Studies in Australia (Access For All Alliance (Hervey Bay) IncH
OPPSc DarcyH TUUhc Market and Communication ResearchH OPPO) and overseas (Burnett e
BenderXBakerH OPPTc HarrisInteractive Market ResearchH OPPic TurcoH StumboH e GarncargH
TUUh) have shown that air travel creates a series of constraints for people with disabilitiesM
The applicability of antidiscrimination or disability specific legislation to air travel
was first discussed by Reukema (TUhS) and placed in a leisure travel constraints context by
Smith (TUhQ)M 1etH surprisingly few studies have specifically examined the air travel
experiences of people with disabilitiesM Abeyratne (TUUV) presented the legislative
responsibilities of carriers for people with disabilities and seniors while Driedger (TUhQ)
discuss the accessibility of the components of air travelM A great deal of specific policy has
been released by the national government agencies responsible for regulating domestic and
international carriers in the USAH CanadaH the UK and the European UnionM Despite these
policiesH a review of NewsBank and Factiva databases (TUUVXOPPQ) revealed many hundreds
61
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of articles worldwide outlining the ongoing constraints that people with disabilities encounter
with air travelM In the Australian contextH the anecdotal accounts have been validated by the
Human Rights and E\ual Opportunity Commission (HREOC) (OPPS) complaints cases and
Federal Court actions taken by people with disabilities against airportsH airlines and the
tourism industry generallyM It is with this brief background that the paper explores the
citigenship rights of people with disabilities and their experience in relation to one activity
and industry X air travelM This paper presents an understanding of the air travel experiences of
people with disabilities in AustraliaH reviews the current practice of Australiaas three major
domestic airlines and draws implications for improving airline management practicesM

THEORETICAL APPROACH
The theoretical foundation for the paper is based on applying a social approach to
disability to the airline sectorM Historically research about people with disabilities has not been
framed from a disability perspective but those _studying` disabilityH namely the medical
profession (Barnes e MercerH TUUQ)M This perspective has been referred to as the medical
model of disabilityH which defines disability as the problem of the individual stemming from
their adeficitsa (OliverH TUUS)M The resultant dominant social discourse views disability as a
product of the _abnormal body` rather than seeing a personas impairment as part of human
diversity (CharltonH TUUhc 7orld Health OrganigationH OPPT)M The development of social
approaches to disability over the last three decades has reXconceptualiged disability from a
_personal tragedy` to a complex form of social oppression (AbberleyH TUhQ)M A social
approach recogniges that it is not the personas impairment that is disabling but the social
environment and prevailing _hostile social attitudes` (BarnesH TUUSH pM Wi)M The social model
informs this research by providing an understanding that socially constructed relationships
developed from three elements: the lived experiences of disabled peoplec identifying
disability as the combination of impairment and socially constructed environments and
attitudesc and a conceptual clarification focused on creating enabling environments in which
people with disabilities can participate in an independentH e\uitable and dignified manner
(PfiefferH OPPTc TregaskisH OPPO)M The social approach has been shown to be an appropriate
framework from which to analyge the relative inclusion of Australians with disabilities in all
areas of citigenship (ClearH OPPPc Goggin e NewellH OPPV)M
This research recogniges that social structures are a product of historical development
and cannot be divorced from their cultural contextM The cultural context of air travel by people
with disabilities in AustraliaH involves both a material and ideological transformation of the
way people with impairments are treatedM As Gleeson (TUUUH pM Ti) notes in the Australian
cultural contextH attitudes towards institutional oppression of other groups in society have
changed (eMgM women and indigenous)H _whilst continuing to ignore the material hardships and
injustices to which they are subjected`M People with disabilities have been empowered by the
Australian DDA where the legislation is in principle similar to legislation enacted in other
7estern nations and takes its overall direction from relevant United Nations declarations
(TUQVc TUUic OPPS)M HoweverH the way that nations implement the declarations is very
different in each country (ParkerH OPPSc juinn e DegenerH OPPO)M In AustraliaH there have
been issues with the relative empowerment of people with disabilities as the DDA is based
primarily on a conciliated complaint system where no fault is ascribedM Only actions taken to
the Federal Court of AustraliaH which is a cost jurisdictionH set a legal precedent that can be
used in future actionsM 7here a case is conciliatedH a similar complaint case brought the next
day with a geographical or sectoral nexus and would have no knowledge of the previous caseM
Issues surrounding the implementation of disability human rights legislation in Australia have
been thoroughly reviewed by others (Goggin e NewellH OPPVc HandleyH OPPTc ParkerH OPPS)M
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A great deal can still be learnt from the complaint cases and relevant Federal Court actions
through a review of the HREOC (OPPS) complaint casesM
RESEARCH METHODS
The research design used a modified grounded and phenomenological \ualitative
approach that sought to understand the _essencea of experience of people with disabilities in
their own wordsM The methods used to understand the experiences of people with disabilities
involved semiXstructuredH inXdepth interviews that were part of a larger study into the tourism
experiences of people with disabilitiesM Fifteen inXdepth interviews were undertaken together
with an analysis of the \ualitative responses to a broader \uantitative study on the same topicM
To ensure confidentialityH all interviewees were given a pseudonym and the subse\uent
analysis was carried out through the Nvivo \ualitative software packageM The interviews were
supplemented with a review of DDA complaint cases taken by people with disabilities against
airlinesM These experiences were contrasted against a review of the policiesH procedures and
operations of the three major Australian domestic airlines (jantasH OPPQc &irgin BlueH OPPQc
ketstarH OPPQ) using their websites and other publicly available information that document
their customer service procedures for people with disabilitiesM The length of this paper
excludes and detailed examination of these documentsM Popular press accounts of the airline
experiences of people with disabilities or airline procedures were also usedM
FINDINGS: PEOPLE’S E6PERIENCES AND AIRLINE PRACTICES
Emerging from the interviews was that the experience of air travel for people with
disabilities could broadly be segmented into pre travel planningH boarding and disembarkingH
seat allocationH onboard personal care issuesH e\uipment handling and customer serviceM Each
of these areas is now examinedM
Pre travel planning
People expressed frustration at the segregated systems of booking between the public
and people with disabilitiesM Once a person has booked their airfare via any means (InternetH
travel agent or packaged travel) they are re\uired by all carriers to make phone contact to
ensure that the carrier is able to guarantee their journeyM aItas a form of segregation that creates
all sorts of problems when youare trying book with your friends or work colleaguesM 1ou
secure the fares but then they (the airlines) can bump you for any number of reasonsa
(Interviewee)M People spoke about being ainterrogateda as to their health and independence
statusH assistance animalsH e\uipment needs and baggageM +owXcost airlines have introduced a
aindependence criteriaa that states that if the personH _re\uires assistance with employing
various safety featuresH including oxygen maskH seat belt and life jacketc evacuating from the
aircraftH understanding the cabin crewH or administering medicationH are re\uired to travel with
aa careraM InterestinglyH these re\uirements have not been extended to the frail aged or childrenM
As Paralympian Paul NunnariH who had traveled independently for over a decade statedH athis
is an anti\uated and ludicrous notiona (MetherallH OPPS)M This led to outrage amongst the
disability community and brought about a policy back down by &irgin Blue where it _will
only re\uire carers to accompany those weighing more than TiP kilograms` (PellyH OPPS)M
The rationale for the specifically stated TiPkg has never been made clearM
1etH even after these preplanning arrangements have been fully complied with an
individual can still be refused the right to board based on an airline staff`s perception of their
relative independence (ABC Online NewsH OPPS)M Craig 7allaceH a Commonwealth
government employee and disability rights advocate who was well under TiPkgH is currently
pursuing a DDA complaint via the Federal Court after his experience of being refused by
&irgin Blue checkXin staff (7allaceH OPPS)M The New South 7ales Disability Discrimination
+egal Centre and the Public Interest Advocacy Centre are formulating a class action to pursue
63
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at Federal Court level and have instigated a National Accessible Airlines Campaign (BanksH
OPPQ)M Apart from the challenge to independenceH the re\uirement to travel with a acarera
significantly adds to the cost of travel and only jantas offers any form of discount for an
attendantH which is only TPl off a standard domestic fare X well below that of the discounted
fares (NICANH OPPQ)M &irgin Blue and ketstar only guarantee the internet rate for the
attendantM Of courseH that is only the start of the costsH as the attendant would then re\uire
wagesH accommodation and food for the duration of the tripM This significant cost constraint
affects others already and impacts on their travel choices and duration of trips (DarcyH OPPO)M
As Bob statesH _the cost of paying for an attendant is just prohibitive` (Interviewee)M 1etH all
three carriers are inclusive of assistance animals for the blind and other groupsH and have no
extra charge associated for their carriageM
A recent re\uirement by jantas and ketstar allows only one power wheelchair on
narrowXbodied jets (eMgM QiQ) per flightM 1etH exceptions are made by jantas for disability
sporting events they sponsorM This creates a dual citigenship where multiple people can travel
if they are elite sportspeople but not members of the public who both have power wheelchairsM
This new regulation affects families and couples including iil of those interviewed for this
studyH and any group of people with disabilities that re\uires air travelM One recent example
was a higher education e\uity conference Pathways 8 held at 7restpoint CasinoH HobartM A
significant number of attendees were wheelchair users who were studentsH e\uity officersH
lecturersH partners and technology suppliersM The conference organisers reported a significant
number of disruptions due to these new airline regulationsH including cancellations of
attendance (RobertsH OPPS)M 7ould this situation exist for a group of nondisabled cyclists and
their e\uipmentm Aircraft are designed to carry cargo yet there was a decision made by the
airlines to allocate only one space for power wheelchairsM
Boarding and disembarking
The method of boarding and disembarking from the aircraft was a focus of criticism
by all intervieweesM This had to do with the boarding procedures and method of transfer onto
the planeM Due to the aisles of aircraft not being wide enough to accommodate a standard
wheelchairH people with disabilities must be transferred from their wheelchair before boarding
onto an aisle chairM The aisle chairs are significantly smaller and narrower than a standard
wheelchairH lack the provisions for selfXpropulsion and are not comfortableM In kustin`s caseH
_1ou get stuck in those bloodyH shitty airport wheelchairs and you can`t go anywhereM It might
be for halfXanXhourH and if you`re stuck without access to your own chairH in one of those aisle
chairs that you can`t actually push around and go to the bathroom or get yourself a feednit`s
a loss of independencenI`m selfXcatheterigedH so if you don`t get to the bathroomH you piss
your pantsc It`s not the best way to be` (Interviewee)M
The importance of staying in oneas own wheelchair for as long as possible cannot be
overstatedM 1etH transfer to the aisle chair is only the beginning of what many people
described as harrowingM The process involves more than discomfort in that it can directly
affect a sense of selfH _my husband`s self esteem plummets as we make our way through
crowds waiting to board` (Interviewee)M jantas developed a hoist to assist in the transferring
of people from their wheelchair to the aircraft seat but as a spokesperson for Tasmanians with
Disabilities statedH _People reported being humiliated when lifted in a swing hoist olike a sack
of potatoeso` (PaineH OPPV)M No consultation had been undertaken prior to implementationM
jantas subse\uently undertook a national consultation process with peak disability groupsM
The boarding and disembarking process involves what people with impairments
describe as the first on, last off syndrome. People with impairments are re\uired to board
aircraft as much as WV minutes before the nonXdisabledM This is due to the confined nature of
the aislesH the use of the aisle chair and the need to transfer people from the aisle chair to the
aircraft seat (HREOC OPPS)M This does have the advantage of maintaining dignity and privacy
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from the curiosity of nonXdisabled passengers given that the transfer process from aisle chair
to aircraft seat can involve readjustment of clothing and seating positionM Some people likened
these experiences to _being a freak in a circus` with everybody staring at themM After the
aircraft has landedH people with impairments only disembark after nonXdisabled passengersM
The length of time this takes is dependent upon the management issues discussed in the rest of
the sectionM HoweverH the result can be that people may spend an hour extra on an aircraftM
Most major Australian airports employ porters to assist people with impairments and
older people to board and disembark from aircraftM In regional areasH this role falls to baggage
handlersH cleaners or anyone else who is availableM The level of expertise and training can
vary tremendouslyM This creates a sense of helplessness that most people have overcome
through their adjustments to a disabling societyM 7hen these situations ariseH it creates a sense
of lossM For someH they may never fly againM For othersH their future travel choices are
restricted to modes of transport where their independence and dignity can be maintainedM
kenny also has a fear of flying and being told of the procedures for emergency egress does
little to diminish her feelings of helplessness: _They don`t make you feel very good when they
say to youH in the case of an emergency you are last out of the planep` (Interviewee)M
Safety issues formed part of a complaint case brought against Airlines of Tasmania in
McLean v. Airlines of Tasmania Pty Ltd @1996 HREOC GGH. MrM Mc+ean sought to maintain
his independence in regional air travel and allegedH _nthat AT has discriminated against himH
on the grounds of his disabilityH by imposing a condition of travel upon him that he must be
accompanied by a support worker`M The Commissioner found that because Mc+ean was a
person with high support needsH he would be re\uired to provide his own support personM It
was also found that it would be an unjustifiable hardship for AT to provide such a personM The
finding was due to safety reasons outlined in: the Civil Aviation Authority RegulationsK the
Civil Aviation OrdersK and Resolution G00 of the International Air Transport CommissionM It
significantly restricts people with higher support needs from traveling independentlyM This
places a further cost burden on the individual to hire an attendant and pay for their airfare
even though they have an attendant to get them on and off the aircraft at each end of the
journeyM The finding was reinforced where it was found lawful to re\uire a woman with
epilepsy to be accompanied on a long international flight (HREOC OPPS)M
Seat allocation
All members of the public contest the allocation of seatsM HoweverH as Tim suggestsH
_not all the planes have got armrests that lift upM My very first flight they put me right down
the very backM I had to s\ueege all the way down the aisle to the back seatM Because I can`t
transfer myselfH I have to be lifted over the armrest by the carer and the porters at the airport
none gets on the legsH and the other on the back and transfers me across` (Interviewee)M Due
to aircraft designH the combination of the seat allocation and the flipXup armrests is essential
for people who need assistance to transfer to aircraft seatsM This is because only certain rows
of seats have armrests that flip up to allow for unhindered transfer from the aisle chair to the
seatM 7ithout thisH the porters must lift the person over the arm of the chairM This can cause
injury to the person and is an occupational health and safety issue for portersM A number of the
interviewees who re\uire this consideration check and double check these details with airline
booking authorities to the point that it becomes an obsessiveXcompulsive trait when travelingM
Many people expressed similar desires as Don to improve aircraft design _I think for a
startH the provision to stay in your own wheelchair within an aircraft would be brilliant`
(Interviewee)M 7hile international air regulations are unlikely to allow people to travel in their
wheelchairsH the re\uirement for all aircraft seats to have flipXup arms is sensibleM This would
alleviate the anxiety experienced when seeking assurance about the allocation of seat rowsM
SimilarlyH it was suggested that people with impairments could be allocated the bulkhead
seating that has extra leg spaceM 1etH people with impairments are specifically excluded from
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these seats as they double as emergency exits and it is argued that people with impairments
pose a risk of blocking these areas during an emergencyM
Personal care issues and onboard toilets
Once the correct seat has been locatedH the arms raised and the porters ready to
transferH there are other considerations for personal comfortM To the nonXdisabled these
procedures may seem unusualH but to a person with lower body paralysis this is essential to
protect skin condition against pressureM For this purposeH many people use specialist cushionsM
For a person like Tim who also has upper body paralysisH he uses a chest belt to provide
stability while traveling in aircraftM This is because aircraft seatbelts are lap belts and do not
provide upper body supportM Air travel also has a series of health issues for the nonXdisabled
that have been highlighted by the publicity about deep vein thrombosisM For people with
impairmentsH any health issues need to be managed along with the inherent health issues
arising from air travelM For many like TonyH _nI mean twentyXfour hours in a plane is not
good for youH I get swollen ankles and stuff like that` (Interviewee)M For Annabel the effects
of rheumatoid arthritis make traveling an uncomfortable experience that is exacerbated by
poor seating allocationH _nwhen I am taken on boardH I am placed in the middle aisle againMMM
with no leg rownwith a leg that couldn`t bendH I had nowhere to put my leg` (Interviewee)M
kohn states that a major issue of flying for many people was that _planes should have
toilets that are wheelchairXaccessibleH both within Australia and overseas flightsp`
(Interviewee)M Even with the newer aircraft design that offers an accessible toiletH it is so far
below the Australian Standard (OPPT) as to be effectively unusable for people with only
moderate support needsM As kane notesH _On previous overseas trips I have found getting to
the toilet extremely difficult because of the tiny sige of plane toiletsM It`s put me right off
traveling by plane` (Interviewee)M For people with higher support needsH the use of the toilet
re\uires cabin staff to provide the onboard aisle chair on the limited number of plane that
have accessible toiletsM The person then has to be transferred by the cabin crew from the
aircraft seat to the aisle chairM The aisle chair then has to be moved from the seating location
into the accessible cubicleM 1etH even where accessible cubicles are provided instances have
arisen where the aisle chair has not been aboard and the person had to be carried to the toiletH
which led to embarrassment and physical discomfort (HREOC OPPS)M
The accessible cubicle consists of an extended curtain to offer privacyM On the flights
without accessible toiletsH or for people who cannot use the inXflight aisle chairH deal with
continence management in different waysM It is a complex issue involving the mobility of the
individual and their continence regimeM Some people live within this constraint by not
drinking and effectively dehydrating themselves during travel as in kenny`s caseH _I don`t
think that I could get into a toilet in a planenI have got a normal bladder function but I tend
to hold on for a very long time` (Interviewee)M Air travel is generally dehydrating and without
fluid intakeH people risk more significant dehydration and other side effects (Rous e 7ardH
TUUQ)M This provides a constraint on where they travel based on flight durationM For Kristy this
has meant _flights we catch are only about an hour long so I do not have to access them
(toilets)` (Interviewee)M Others cannot live with these restrictions and fly in fear of not being
able to get to the toilet on aircraftH which creates a great deal of angstM
Equipment handling/damage
7hen undertaking air travel people take their e\uipment with them if they cannot hire
e\uipment at the destinationM Apart from the logistical considerationsH some people reported
ground staff reacting in less than a professional mannerM For kenny and kohn (Interviewee)
this involvedH _the airports generally freak out when we get there as we have a hoistH a
commodeH two portable rampsH both chairs and back pillows`M In other casesH there have been
procedural issues about booking flights with extra e\uipment based on the Air Navigation ActM
This has led to complaint cases about oxygen for people with respiratory impairments and
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power wheelchair batteries for people with disabilitiesM Both cases involved a
misunderstanding by ground crew as to the procedures to accommodate these inclusionsM The
resolution of these cases involved changes in booking policy and procedures to avoid undue
delays or refusal of entry onto flights (HREOC OPPS)M The e\uipment issue also relates to the
secure stowing of wheelchairs once a person has been transferred onto an aisle chairM As Tim
explainsH he has a procedure for ensuring a safer passage in the luggage hold for his
wheelchair by disassembling the chair and taking the joystick control on board as _That is the
most vulnerable part of the chairn` (Interviewee)M
E\uipment damage is a major issue and if it occurs to their only wheelchair on the
way to a destination the damage can end the holiday experienceM Some people reported being
unable to continue their trip as replacement e\uipment was not available at the destinationM
FurtherH airlines have a limit of qTSPP on damaged luggage and unless people have
specifically taken out insurance on higher priced e\uipmentH they are only covered for this
limited amountM Only one of the three airlines noted this situation on their website and
suggested that travelers have extra insurance for those items above this amountM Most power
wheelchairs cost in excess of qTPHPPP and damage can easily exceed this limitM The other
associated issue is lost e\uipmentM This issue made national headlines when a member of the
Australian Parliament had his wheelchair lost twice in a week (ABC +ocal RadioH OPPic
HansardH OPPi)M Apart from the inconvenienceH these losses can have a serious impact on the
individuals dignityH where in the case of a Tasmanian paraplegic whose wheelchair had been
placed on another flightH he had to crawl off the plane at a regional destination (PaineH OPPV)M
Customer service
The role of trained porters for transferring people was seen as essential by
respondentsM Once a person had been placed on an aisle chair it was ideal to board and seat
them in as short a time as possibleM Porters need to be available to assist when neededH need to
be well versed in transfer techni\ues and need to be comfortable working with people with
impairmentsM 7ithout these prere\uisitesH the service offered to people with impairments
might be unsatisfactoryM In Don`s case his experience of air travel was spoiled by a series of
indiscretionsH _I found the airline was really \uite rudeH in that kune and I went to get on the
plane and he yelled down the corridorH _I`ve got a couple of carry ons here`nThat whole bad
attitude to the customers` rights` (Interviewee)M These experiences are directly related to the
daily management practice at airportsM Even after staff have undergone disability awareness
trainingH major oversights can occurM Many people related experiences of arriving at a
destination or on the way back home only to be left on the plane for a prolonged period before
disembarkingM The delays of up to three hours were caused by a breakdown of communication
about people being on the flight and the lack of available porters to disembark passengersM
These delays created further complications with missed connecting flights and ground
transportM Sometimes this may be a result of periods of high demand with seasonal travel but
has become far more acute since the introduction of lowXcost airlinesH which have a lower
personnel to customer ratioM As ketstar states awe provide limited special assistance services to
customers who re\uire a wheelchair` as they do not have available staff to assistM Traditional
carriers have been placed under greater cost pressures as market share is eroded and a first
response is to reduce staff costs wherever possibleM A number of interviewees reported that
staff had told them of the reduction to porters where there used to be higher numbers per shiftM
Most of the customer service experiences related to individuals with mobility and
vision impairments who re\uired assistance from the terminal to the aircraft or vice versaM
There are also a number of significant group related issues involving people who were blindH
which could have easily been avoided if a greater understanding of blind customeras needs
were understood (7adeH OPPO)M FurtherH there was one relevant case of a person who had
panic attacks where the travel insurance company refused to pay a claim believing the
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agreement excluded this groupM Upon conciliationH the company changed their decision and
honored the insurance agreement (HREOC OPPS)M +astlyH Annabel offers an insight into the
way air travel can be and should be each time a person with a disability travelsH _I have to say
that I could find no fault at all with the treatment and the facilities provided by jantas from
the moment I checked in at the airport in Sydney` (Interviewee)M

APPLICATION OF RESULTS
7hat emerged from the findings was that air travel created a newly disembodied
experience where people were unnecessarily cast back into a state of helplessnessM There
disembodiment involved their undue separation from their mobility aidsH assistance animals
and other enablersM For each individualH the development of these enablers is a response to
their impairment that allows an e\uitableH independent and dignified citigenshipM HoweverH
there were a series of airline practices that contributed towards a newly disembodied
experienceM These included: segregated booking proceduresc boarding and disembarking
practices that created feelings of dependencyc emergency egress re\uirements that affect
people with disabilities but not other groupsc poor customer service practicec a reconstruction
of the aindependent traveler` criteriac an imposition of a re\uirement for a acarerac ine\uitable
cost imposition associated with the _carer` re\uirementc subse\uent restrictions on the
assistance provided by airlinesc introduction of occupational health and safety technology to
compensate for the loss of personnelc restrictions on the number of power wheelchair users on
a single flight due to the _constraint` on the narrow bodied jetsc and inconsistent approaches to
procedures for oxygen and wheelchair batteriesM
7hen the _essence of experience` was compared to the review of the airline
proceduresH it became apparent that the experience was not the fault of the individual but was
socially constructedM The social construction was a product of a lack of understanding of the
needs of travelers with disabilitiesH international air regulations and airline proceduresM 7hile
these issues have been noted for a number of yearsH two newer pressures have also become
evident since OPPPM FirstH the introduction of lowXcost airlines into Australia has brought
about radical change to traditional airline operationsM SecondH a subse\uent bureaucratigation
of approaches to travelers with disabilities has gathered momentum in parallel to the first
pointM The outcome of these cumulative issues has led to a loss of e\uityH independence and
dignity resulting in heightened anxietyH helplessness andH in too many casesH humiliationM
Australians with disabilities had been well servedH albeit with ad hoc examples of poor
customer serviceH by the Australian domestic two airline policy (ForsythH OPPV)M The virtual
duopoly had created a domestic airline sector that was regarded as expensive by international
comparisonM 1etH under this system people with disabilities had not experienced a systemic
attack on their rights to travel independentlyM The advent of lowXcost airlines has had a
significant impact on the Australian domestic and international air carrier structures generally
(Graham e &owlesH OPPS)M People with disabilities have not escaped the impacts of these
structural changes where it is no coincidence thatH _The downgrading of policy in relation to
people with disabilities has coincided with increasing competition in the airline industryHo
(PaineH OPPV)M 7hile not fully presented in this paperH there is a substantial difference to the
level of service offered by the carriers with jantas (traditional cost airline) providing a much
higher level of service than ketstar or &irgin BlueM FurtherH jantas have taken a strategic
consultative approach than ketstar or &irgin BlueM 7hile jantas operations are not without
ongoing issues their corporate approach is far more inclusive than the other carriers areM
CONCLUSIONS
The paper has highlighted how the air travel experiences of people with disabilities
create a disembodied experience resulting in heightened anxietyH helplessness and
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humiliationM The airline industry could reduce the _essence of these experiences` through
improved management practices based on a greater understanding of the social approaches to
disability that advocate e\uityH independence and dignityM These management practices would
not contravene essential international safety regulations but would re\uire an organigational
commitment to this market groupM Travel is an essential component to citigenship and the
most recent UN Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities suggests that airlines
will need to engage with these principles so as to not contravene international human rights
agreements (United NationsH OPPS)M HoweverH as evidenced in this paperH there is already a
clash of human rights principles with the market pressures brought about by the globaligation
of the international airline industry and the increasing market share of lowXcost airlinesM
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